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Subject : Demand to remove discrimination with Helpers, Diesel Staff and Mast Tech.
Respected Sir,
East Zone
PO Box-2713

Kolkata
(w.8.)
700001

With warm regards, this in reference of Point no. 9 of our letter ARTEElPl134l08l2013,
29.08.2013 addressed to Member(P) while submitting Agenda for the Meeting of Establishment
Council scheduled on 11'n Sep 2013.

The meeting was postponed due to unavoidable reasons and the Agenda could not

be
discussed. Through this issue we want to draw you attention towards gross injustice being done
with Helpers, Diesel Staff and Mast Technicians.
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(1).As per agreement signed on251211999 the Helpers, Diesel Engine Drivers, D.Tech., Mast
Tech were given higher scales to the 25o/o of sanctioned strength of these cadres. This has to be
implemented through DPC regularly which is not being done since so many years. Regular DPC
should be conducted and next scale should be granted immediately.
(2). This Association has been demanding openino up Senioritv cum fitness quota for helpers in
promotion to the post of Technician. We request that the steps in this direction.

(3). Some of the Cadres are almost dying cadres and there is no recruitment taking place since
many years. So there is a long pending demand that these cadres should be merqed with Main
stream cadres.
(4). For all purposes like granting ACP, MACP etc above mentioned cadre should be treated at
par with all other cadres. As per Prasar Bharati order Misc-1/30/20{2-PPC Dated 10.10.2013
Clause (i) and (ii) it is clear that all emoloyees upto sth Oct 2OQ7 are same and Central Govt.
Employee and henceforth the employees belonging to the above mentioned cadres of Helpers,
D.Tech, DED and Mast Tech should be treated at par with other employees for all purposes.
We request you to take measures so that these deprived cadres may get justice.
Enclosed as above.
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